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1INTRODUCTION
There is delight ir sieging, tho’ non hear
Beside the singer; and there is delight
In pr icing, tho' the pr i?jer sit alone
And se-' the praised far off him, far above.
Shakespe: r is not our po^t, but the world* s,
Therefore or him no speech! and brief fo~ thee
Browning! Since Chauc? w s alive and h le.
No man hath walk d alor ou oade with step
Sc active, sc i rr iring eye, or tongue so v rir
'
in di course
.
S. Lai dor
Thus Land'or expres es feeling which I, too, h' ve for- Trowni g.
I ad.ire him, nd believe that he has viewed life actively nd inquiringly,
IJorecver, I think that through his varied discourse he has kept to his
i
,
vrpese — n to chronicle the stages of all life, 11 Recau e h has dore
this so e ilfully, I ofte; wonder hew he has produc d such effective
results. I wish to koow his methc s. How has h m de his characters
live? How has he produced scenes which are as vivid as our memories of
places ir which we have been? Eh, dors he compel our attention and hold
cur interest?
In trying to find answers for these cues ions, I am led to
analyse Browning’s longer narrative poems. I air tc find out just what
prir.ci les of narrative technique he uses ir prese: tir.g his charret" s
ai d his sett cgs. I an e ger to knew "hat plane he follows rega* ding
point of view.#
1
To Robert Browning — W. S. Lar.dor.
Pauline —Robert Browning.

Such analysis, I believe, has not previously been att"mpted.
-Icwever, it should be valuable. ri cov ring that .uthors sake us f
definite methods helps us to understand something of their ability to
succeed in their work; it also helps us to be more effective in going about
our smaller tasks of revelation. Moreover, for the student, th~ work in
V.
itself is worth while. It gives him ar. opportunity P to follow knowledge
like a sinking star."
Although many other phases of narrativ? technicue exist, in ny
analysis I am dealing with only three: characters, setting, and point of
view.
Characters — or the people of the narr ation — may be the spe Jeers
or t. r o j active fTMtlli •• o ' the story. t any event, they are the
persons ir. whose thoughts and actions we are interested. Sometimes greuns
of persons are impersonally presented to help give the atmosphere of the
sc n
. In
- Esi. g characters, - owever, we a fc
such; groups, but with the people who are the motivators, the thinkers, the
actors of the r rrative.
In de.ling with the subject of characters, I shall aim to prove
that Crowning 1 s characters are worth mowing, that they possess both
typical and personal traits, that they are introduce -1 in a variety of ways.
I shall Uscuss these different methods of presentation, show how ach one
ma:,es us acquainted with a character, and how a combination of these
methods actually reveals i dividual!ties.
Setting is the background for the action of the story. Place (city.
3
Ulysses — Tennyson.
i
country, palace, cottage, fi r ld, forest), time (century, seaeo-
,
time of
day), manner nd customs, circumst nces — all are include ! in setting.
The importance of thf setting lie 3 i definite facts. Certain v-rts
can happen only under specific conditions; environment influences a
person's char cter and personality; nettl. s are some tines the direct
motivators of action.
I shall ende.vour to show that Browning cares little for settings
in themselves, but that he does employ the necess ry technicue to make his
story advance and his char_cters unfold as actval persons.
The point o view — or the standpoint from which a narrative is
presented — is very important to the unity end coherence of a sto y. The
story may be told by ore who was a participator in its everts. Possibly
it is related by several differ* t persons who took part in th a tier.
Such a story is given from the internal point of view. Th*-' external
point of view is the method of story-telling i which the author, seeing
eve: ts from an external point of view, directly narrates the stcry in his
OYvn person* Sometimes the narrator writes su jectively; cn the other h-ind,
he nay present his story objectively. At any rate, the author wishes his
story to be as true a represav t-tion of life as possible. Therefore, he
chooses the point of view which will give moit clearly and most trul the
facts, theaes, persons, nd motives of his story.
I shall endervour to shew that Browning makes ure of a knowledge
of methods concerning point of view and that he chorses his viw po nt with
discrimination.
In short, I am limiting my examination to Browning's longer
narrative poems. I am analyzing these with r 1 e> co V three phases!
1
t*
characters, setting, and poiJ t of vie-, in order to fil'd just wi:.t methods
of narrative technique Browning employ. • I -m showing that i his choice
of methods he is motivated by his desire to reveal hum r si' df.

CHAP?' . I
Characters
Char cters ?/orth Knowing
Arnold Bennett tells us that we should not spend tim reeding
books which we do not "trai.sl te into life." Naturally, if we are going
tc mak? a book a part of our life, o r understanding, and our action, we
via t one that is *01 thy of such treatment. If it is fiction, then, it
must cc ..tain char ct rs who will giv- us gr< -.".r understanding. Browning* s
characters do just that. They r<- crth knowing, wortl spending time with,
for they represent types of p- rsons ev r present in the world; they brio us
to b tter understand huai*. kind, its passions and its emotions.
Unless we are willing to think, we re:-.' not bother to meet these
people. They reveal their souls to us, their re sene for mting, their
ambitions, and their ifeals. But they re not simple
Presentation
to people. Perhaps they ar harder to comprehend than are
Thinkers
those friends of whom we say, "I can * t understand you.”
rt’.eless, they are real — probably mere representative of types of man-
kind than some of these very friends.
Because they are ty leal, they possess universal appeal. In
telling us th stcry cf Th Two ?o tl of Crolsic Browning says,
kl Point m out the pi ce
Universal 7/herever mar has made himself
Appeal a home,
And there I find th r ^ ^ory of our r ce
In little, just at Crcisic as at Rome.

The characters in most of his oth-r longer narrative poems re
represer tative of their class, too. Sordello, for inst: n ce, with his
visions of the deeds he would like to accomplish, rith his
Typical
Traits imaginary world of i 'ealixed p'ople, stands for the ideali tic
dreamer. Miranda may symbolize the doubter in any country d
age. F miliar with the religious beli fs of hi.- region from infa cy, he
wondered ind questioned. Anothe- type, the worldly deceiver, wishing
wealth ind willing tc gain it through any trickery, is the Elder Mai of
Th: Inn Album .
In addition tc their typical traits, these characters possets
individual traits which make them distinct personalities. Sordellc is v ot
orly ar idealistic dreamer; he is also a poet. He not only
Individual
Traits dreams, but he puts his dreams into beautiful words which
i e sings to his own accompaniment. He is unicue in possess-
ing the ability to make people see his visions an ^ love his .usic.
Surpassing other contestants, he is chosen by Palm to be h rr mnstrel.
Mir nda is not only a doubter, but also a lrver. Having once seen Clara,
he loves her throughout his life. He is unicue in that having once
been a fickle sort of person he remains true tc Clara although unmarried
and convinced that his love is in op osition to his religion. Tne Elder
Man, in addition to being a worldl. deceiver, is filled with such a strong
hatred for th oman in The Inn Album that hf will not le ve her in p*ace
but tries to force her into a life of sin. His possessing this hatred
to uch a strong degree makes him a definite personality.
Such tr its ar.d eh racteristics make Browning* s people mor* thar

allegorical creatures. They re not simply abstractions, but real people
who arou e our sympathy or our dislike. Row can we fail, for
Their
Reality instance, to feel deep pity and admiration for the pure 'd
lovely Pompilia, who is -arried to Count Guido by her foster
parents and who, &.: a result, lives & life of torment, strive as she may to
get relief? And who can help hating the cruel and vile Guido,who makes
her feci that death would be a welcome relief?
Static and Kinetic Characters
Seme of these real people presented to us possess the s me
characteristics throu hout the poem in. which they appear. Such characters
are Pene Ger. tilhomme and Paul Pesfcrg^s, in Th Two Po ts
Static char-
acters of Croisic
,
who are shown to us as they become renowned
po c ts and as they are left to be forgotten. The Younger
Man, good, but rather awkward, the tfom.n, high in her ideals, but b-trayed,
the worldly Flder Man in Th Inn Album are all the- sane kinds of persons
when we leave them a they are when we meet then.
In addition to such static characters, re also find kinetic
char ctersj that is, ch r cters who develop or deteriorate during the story
Such a character is the Speaker in Paulin . Re confesses
Kinetic char-
acters that throu hout his life two desires have beer struggling
within him: his desire for beauty and his desire for
knowledge. Now that he is about to die, he is enabled to see more clearly
tc adjust these two desires, nd to see the greater import® ce of love.
Sordello is at first bsorbed by bis boyish, imaginary world; then
he grows interested in singing for pec le, and in filli g his dream world
t
with idealized real persons; seeir : the problems of the M&ntw rs, he becomes
interested in really acting, that he may id humanity; not being able to
accomplish his visions completely, he do s nothi g.
Mir nda, in Fed-Cotton M;ht-Cap Country , surrounded by inculeators
of beliefs as a boy, grows up to doubt, then feels sure he can live on a
low l'cvel as 1c. g as he wishes before ri ii 5 to a higher plane. Realizing
that he is till living on the loner level and is continually struggling
with his desi e for the higher, he beco es insane.
The Speaker, in Christmas bve, intolerant at first, becomes, fter
his visions, a more tolerant and loving Christian,
Direct Delineation
Whether static or kin tic, the characters re neve led to us in
various ways. In fact, raort of the individual characters are presetted
in several diff rent ways in order that they may be comprehensively urder-
stood. In some instances Browning uses direct
Direct deline-
ation delineation, telling us himself certain facts in regard
to the persons of the story. r?y means of exposition,
when the character is not actually present, the author reveals an
individual* s personality. 3y telling us no?- and then or traits of
character which we must know i; order to understand incidents, the author
auikes a gradual portrayal. Sometimes browning wishes us to study a
character* s mind — to learn directly why an individual acts as he does.
The our poet reveals gradually certain subjectiv traits, psychologically
analysing the situation. Thus Browning makes us feel that we know a
character thoroughly, understating, as we do, his mind. However, of
i
course, this anelyzi? g semetimes r. her us inpatient because of the hind-
rance of the action. Of course, a character's c™n spech is an indirect
method of revealing him; on the other hand, what another character says of
him is one of th^ ways through which the uthor directly characterizes him.
Let us notice sem instances in the lo- narratives in which
Browning directly delineates character. First of all, we shall consider
some persons revealed by means of exposition; that is, by means
By exposi-
tion of explanation by the author. In Fed-Cotton Night-Cap
C our try
,
he tells U' something of Miranda and Clara before he
shows them to us. He i: forms us of Mir nda's devotion to the church and
of his ;enerosity in ivin presents for religious festivals. Miranda
gave a wonderful crown containing a marvelous gem for on*5 ceremony. We
learn, that he wa enevclent, that he had humbled and denied himself by
giving up his golds ith busi ese to relatives, that ho had loved big wife
devo badly, that she and he b 1 jo ed their 1 i fci 1
,
1- ~ c •• gard* .
His wife was _uitable for him because of her religious genercsi . Both
had agreed that tin ir heme should be left to the church.
In Tb Tro ?o ts of Cro i.- ic
,
Browning givs us information regard-
in.; these pc ts before he starts telling their stories. Rene Gentilhcmme
and Paul Desforj we learn, possess universal qualities. Thy were
heroes and po'ts and were temporarily famous.
Among char cters gradually portrayed re find Taurello. By plc'rg
a word no* here, now there, in the narrative, the author tells us that
Taurello is cod-humored, tactful, court r cus, showy, and turbulent, subtle
and brawling. When Taurello ar.d Bordello re spoken of in
By Gradual
Portrayal contrast we le rr that Taurello can decide on mart's v iliti s

a d z-jL - s through studying their hearts, hereas Sordello learns about man-
kind only t
.
a way through which hr- say di close hi self. We re algo
shown the difference between the lack of decision ir Scrdell r.d the
decisiveness of T urellc.
Thiou h gradual description re 1 m of Mir nd that he wa divide*’
in mird between faith and doubt, that rr* a: obedient, hone-loving son
when with his parents, tha -, he ra ar. industrious worker in u sires , but
that in other respects hr. led a gay but ’’prudent 1’ life.
Th-; Puke’s mother in Th-~ Fli ;ht of the Duchess is gr dually por-
trayed, too. 7’e see early that she is very cold to the young bride of
her son. Later e learn that she has a sv arp ton rue with which she scolds
the duchess severely for not going on the hurt.
The minds of Browning’s characters ar revealed through • i use of
psychological analysis. The Speaker in Pauline ar lyzes himself. He
mentions his intensity, his restlessr.es*., his need for God, his faith ir a
guiding hand. He declares his inability to love
By Psychological
Analysis fully, spe.ks of his search for auty. He tells cf
his growth, of his shaping lift to suit his arts. He
is tired; the struggle of life seems orthless. feels the power
exerted by earlier deys. Hi. .'rows that he formerly turned his mind
against itself and thus developed cunning, envy, lying. He has cleansed
himself through living seme hat solitarily. Peace has returned to him;
he enjoys singing and is proud ir tha
,
joy. He has been e rer to find
how one might include ev^r jcy ir his life. Having lest hop and faith
in mankind, in fre dom and in virtue, be lost his owr purpose ir life. He
.Ci
became vain, ironical, light-hearted, determined tc ure up ev^ry hour of
life ard then tc die. H-- is selfish, restless, eag- r for knowledge. He
hates his weakr.es
,
his changeable will, his selfishres. . Fis imagination
la i till valuable to M*t He yearns for . ' ' Blievei ii immortality*
Recognizing the love of Christ, be loves Paulins and is wiling to be
guided by her. Th-r, brli vir._ h ill see dr .rer nd love bett
,
he is
happy and fearless.
Another self-center d character revealed through psychological
analysis is Sordello. Sordello dreams of accomplishing great deeds some
day. Havng von the pri. e as singer, he re 1 lizes his skill ard power in
ere ting songs from fancies aroused by what he has se^r, nd determine- to
make acre s r s, erpres in . himself thus ir steer of in act lor . However,
he is dis&ppoirte- that people do not se~ what he m^uns tc have tvem see
in his sengs. Feelir fru..tr ted, he is doubtful whether to ccntinu- with
his singii g or to go into action. The strug -l- in his mind is between Man
and Po t. Ser-ing the troubles of the Mar.tuans, h at lei th thinks of m<°n
and their wants. He realizes that if he rules mankind he may incidentally
brin seme good to then.. This kind of action will bring him hap iness.
After seein Taurello, he re li.es somewhat the dif riculties o" str ighten-
ir.g cut affairs d . people happier. He determines — after hearing
the song about olden days in Rome — to build Rome up again. After his
speeo with T&urello, ho is discouraged at findir himself with'ut the
p wer to act, without the po er tc move T^urello tc action >7 his words,
without earnestness. Broker, i; spirit, he re. lizes he hat lost chances
in the past while he ha- been using his energies ir fancying. Continually
..
"
.
'
pondering cri ..hoi he a ;kt d,
,
T:V.„i h' hat. done, shut he will -’c, h-
wouders what i. the right course in the abstract for him. Finally, in
his effort to overcome the great temptation of giving up wh it he has
believed the right course for the opposing cuus-
,
conf’in^d with marriage
to his oi loved ?ala-, and a pc erful po ition, h- dies.
Another person made known to us by his thoughts is the Speaker ir
Christarn ive . hutching the peo .le in th chapel, he decides that they
believe themselves tc be chosen, cuprior people, and that they think they
should restrict the admittance to their pi ce o worship. A thinker, he
ponders on the attitude of these peopl and or ideas presented b their
minister. He decides that truth is always truth r.d the t when it appears
not to be so the fault lies ir. the prover. then considers the attempt
of various preachers throughout the world to make their congregations
boli ve what they alre ad beli ve anyway. Believing that God gave man
qualities of po..er and lcve, he is confide? t that God — th - source —
possesses power und love greater than those qualities in man. Hearing
the scholar — in the vision — decide that they ought at lea i to "revere
the myths and to be holy for their con sokes, he concludes eve: that
decision to be of wort? . At length, he sees the value of toleration
toward diff rent beliefs and bac in the chapel refers himself to God,
.mowing that God cm understand ;cth heart a 3 brain.
The Speaker in Faster Day feels that the first dif. iculty in being
a true Christian is the difficulty of belief. Another^: e thinks, is the
difficulty of renouncing the world. He wonders what the history of, and
the faith in, Christianity ha. meant to him. Ir visio
,
having been
told that he. is excluded from Heave and is to c on apparently in he
.<
.
£ me cl 3 way, because h decided in favor of the world, he mentions the
enjoyment he can receive from neture and art. He 1 arns, then, that he
has accepted o* ly part* — hi. ts c artb — of oh it h Bight
Heaven. He wishes, thereupon, to lake the most of knowledge or earth, hut
finds that knowledge only a f: ble cc err' ing the truth in He ven. At last
he prays that he may have cr.ly the leave to love. Finding love to he the
basis of 3od*s -’hole plan, he pleads for hope that he may sometime reach
Heaven. He finds hi self c; Earth, still possessing Hope.
Thr Speaker in FIfine at .h. Fair does :ot fo 1 v is wife with all
his analysing. She realises that he i? sensual and sol ish. Pretending
that an iralyticnl ir terert is the reason for his regarding Fifine with
favour, he reveals the desire for ^er in his cwr. mind. He asks ^Ivire
to analyze herself as be thinks Helen of Troy must have dene. Ho explains
that each perse; has his pl .ee in the world. Later, hr decl res that
fa allies would, got lot.^ much better if woman could v.ndersta d an: lysis.
TT
e compares having Elvire for his wife tc ow”irg a beautiful painting.
That he owns, he does net worry bout. H thinks the appearance of a
person helps one to decide whom he lov s. Hr claims he likes to test cut
his soul by experience just as he tests cut his bodily strength in swimming
He kr.o s his soul has strength, just as he knows his body has strength
among the waves. He i convinced that life is given us ir c'd r that re
may prove we are true. Life with Elvire is to' safe. Re. warts o test
himself with Fifine. Very c reless in regard to Elvire* s feelings, h
reveals his immens' . lfishness. He claims the purpose of life is to
1 am to hate th f: lse and to love the true. After hr has dot rmir d
to live a "proper” life, he suddenly- returns to 1 . t in Fifine on'
.AL
receiving a r.ctc from her.
Knowing /te r:' natives is Iways necessary for £ complete
understanding of hie acts; learn ir g sb'ut his reputation is interesting.
Fro-:, "rhc-.t Prc.rk-gV- chi racters in hie longer narrative poems say regard-
ing eac' other, ye gain much. We lcarr that Bordello
jy Reports from
Oth ir seems weak to Salinguerra Taurello, who thinks of him,
Characters
'‘Who y t was le n, outworn
ay d really old,
A stammering, awkward
man that scarce dared raise
His eye before the magisteri 1 gaze.'"'
Cn th othe hand, Salinguerra is cor -idered by fordello to be a
m .1 of great force. bordello opined,
'x But I front Taurello, one
Of happier fate, and all I should
have do e
,
He does; the people* e good being
paramount
With him; their progress may
account
For his abiding still.
Even from the words of one who hates her, we l c am that the Woman
in The Inn A1 urn possesses excellent qualities. Wp h ar that he is true,
devoted, constant, fair, loving, possessed of a good mir;
,
disdainful and
contemptuous of him who deceived her.
From the words of the Pope we learn that Pom ilia is a pure,
beautiful character with little knowledge; she has bee- faithful and
patient, obedient in so far as she has rown how tc be, law abiding, true
tc her ideals, dutiful to her foster parents, toler:.nt ever to Guido, .rd
brave in her efforts to Eave her child.
Guido, as the Pope declares, is guilty. Moreover, the Pope states
'
that he ip str rg ir mind rnd body* T"e seertain other facts frca this
speaker’s words. Titty, rise, ar<d cour. geous, the villainous Guide hos
pc erful friends. He is hardened beyond listcniv_; to his conscience, poor,
greedy, and irreligious * An evil trickster, he hopes for power and
saf rough the church* His instincts and a i- Lons ar low, and
arranged his marriage becau -e of his desire for gold. Bold, crafty, and
ggxasslTB, he had at first tormented his wife and finally murdered bar*
Indirect Delineation
Turning from examples of direct delineation, 1 t us consider in-
direct delineation. Ir this sr thed of portrayal hr character’s qualities
are presented indirectly through hit own speech or through his actions,
through the effect he produces on other characters or through ar account
of his environment or of his heredity.
In examining Browning 1 s use of indirect delineation, let us first
c ntider uis revelatior of characters by means of their speech. Th rough
her words Clara, in Red-Cottor Might-Cap Cover try , shows herself to be
clever md to possess insight. She tells the cousins that
By Speech
she -mew if she had beer, left her husband’s we-: 1th that be
wculd have been e:.sy prey for rapacicusnese. For this
r -ason, she did rot v.i V Hirand to ler.ve anything to her. Th church
is sole administrator aid inheritor. She tells cf h r and Miranda’s
h-v ng helped on another in. their difficulties. Very keen, she shows
that she cno' » why eacl cousin acted as he had.
In The Two Ports of Croisic
.
Pa 1 Desforgt-’s sister — through • ?r
words — shows that she is elver and resourceful. Sir sees that Paul
Q
was too imperative
Row let me conn sell Lay this piece
on shelf
Masterpiece though it bei From out
ycur desk
Hand me som lighter sample,
verse the elf
C^:id ir spired you with, no good
grotesque
Presiding o'er the navy l I myself
Hand write what's legible
yet picturesque;
I'll co y fair and femininely frock
lour poem masculine that courts
La Roque! /(
The Wife of the Speaker, who tells us about Paul, reveals to us,
throw ,;h her language, her tenderness and comradeship, her interest in
music and poetry, and (when she applies the tale in her speech to her own
helpfulness) her wit.
The fcung r M.oi in Th' Inr Album shows admiration for the Flder
Man in such lines as:
aNow, don't be angry with a friend whose
fault
Is that h' thinks — upon my soul, I do,
lour head the best h’ . d going.
The lounger's
.
ppreciation is shown when he tells the Fide- Mar how much
he thanks him for all he has dene. Generosity and kindness are revealed
when he says he wishes to cancel the Flder' s d^bt to him. He shows
proper interest for others when he says, in asking his debtor to forget
the debts
I hate
Thinking you beg or borrow or reduce
To strycl 1 e some poor devil of a lord.
Friendliness is shov.n in the Irunger Man's aylng that he will try to
<
arrange for hit companion to come to his aunt* s home. He declares that
he considers himself foolish _nd meek to h: ve left the vfoman so soon.
He thinks he might have won her had he been mere persistent.
Balaustion, in Balaustion* s Adv - lure, shew, courge and lo; Ity
ir. he words which she urters reg rding Ath'ns. Sh' wishes the people to
remain true to Athens, whereas they ar' determined to renounce t "ir
allegi ance to Athens and to favour Sparta. Lea ling po' er is ev need in
her words, which lead her relative* to prepare a ship for going tc Athens
with her. Her courage is shown when she tells the Syracusans thrt she
will recite a drama for them if they will rot force her and v er friends
tc. turn bac.-: to sea where the pirates are awaiting then. Her wonderful
memory is revealed through her reciting Euripides* play Alkestis .
Pompilia*s purity is shown as she tells of her attempts to get away
from the evils of her husbend*s hone, of going to the Archbishop, to the
Governor, and to th priest for help nd dvice. Sh' shows faith in Sod
when she says that she knows Caponsacchi will come. She prays to God all
day that He will send Caponsacchi to s ve her. At tin end of her speech
she composes hers If, knowing that sh-- will be in the presence of God.
Her appreciation and true lov- are shown when she declares that she would
have sprur g to Caponsacchi* s su. mons through any kind of difficulty. Her
gentle, forgiving nature is revealed when she forgives r ven the cruel
Guido, who tortured her and final!, fat lip wounded h~r.
According tc the old saying. Actions speak louder than words. ?e
have learned certain thi> gs from the words of the characters mentioned bov
*’ow, let us see that we may become well acquainted with
By Action
certain fictitirus persons through means of their actions.
.
Palma* s friendliness with So dello is shewn in her tul ir j and
lau hing happily with him, in her aiding him and being aided by him. Her
idealism is revealed through her having planned her life so that she would
be worthy of such a lover as Sordello. He ability to arrange is shown
in her scheming for Sordello tc carry or the Kaiser* s cause. She is
ccrvincir j as she persuades ordello to consult Salirguerra regarding her
plans. Her quiet confidence reveals itself as,
'Twas Palma through the band
Conducted him in siler.ee by her hand.''
In The Two Po ts of Croisic
.
Paul Desferges Maillir ' i interested
in accomplishments of others. Having seen P.ene’s poe s, he seeks for
information ab ut him and poems by him. His egotism aid confidence are
revealed in his writing a poem of praise to the Academy on their choosing
his poee as the best before they hav-- made their decision. Persistence
appears as he endeavours t get his poem b- fore th powerful in order that
it may be praised. H is proud and ives slight credit to hi£ sister
for gaining admiration for his poems. He believes all the credit is due
to the poems themselves, and he is their author. Confident, h o e tr
Paris, expecting to receive great acclaim. He prints the poems, signed
with his own name, in ^pite of L Roque's telling him that h r> can not
expect a second triumph. Thus he shows his stubbornness.
How vividly the Duke's actions in The Flight of the Duchess
present the man to usl He welcomes his lady in a v ry gr ind, cold
manner. His actions show that he always acts in accordance with the
rules of the Middle Ages. His huntsmen ar obliged to folio* the
precepts in the old books for actions and costumes. Then his duchess

refuses to cciae to the hunt in order that she may wash her liege* s hands
and dry them on a towel at the disemboweli g in ac oriance with ancient
custom, the Duke becomes very angry. Sel ish, he wants his wife to do
always t.s he ?.i hes. Ho. in that, she nay be subdued, he sends the old
gipsy to frighten her with strange tal s.
From Caponsacchi*s actions we ascertain that he is a man of strong
character. Thoughtful arid serious, he explains to Pompilia the dar er
of atteaptiong to escape to Hone with him. He is not to be thwarted.
When he has m-de up his mind to leav^ in the evening, he turns aside the
hindrances no that plan which confront/ hin durir. the day. A good
planner, in goes over the route which h has told Pompilia to follow in
re -xc ii g the Inn where she is to meet him, in order tc be sure that she
can be there. He also arranges for the Inn Keeper to have a good horse
and a reliabl man servant at hand. Or. the journey, he tell. Pompilia
interesting old stories to cheer her when she is despondent and afr id.
Seeing a baby as they journey along, he brings it to her to held that she
may gain hope while looking at the infant and talking with its happy
mother. Strong-willed, he imbues Pompilia with cour gr .
The personality of a character is made clear by the effect which he
produces upon other persons. Pauline impresses the Sp^a er in the poem
bearing her name as being very beautiful and as possessing
By Effect on
Other a strong love for him. He feels protected from all
Characters
evil fancies when he is with her, ecau e c h'~ strong,
calm mind, and her skill in encouraging. He is inspired
with faith and trust by her goodness and loyalty.
c'
Miranda, in Red-Cotton Night-Cap Ccuntry, is so impressed by Cl .ra
that he falls in love with her at first ight and continue t lov'' her
throughout his life. After he has l^ft Paris, he is ' appy in solitude, her
company being s dear to him that h n eds no other.
In Th Fli-ht- of the Duchess the grand manner of the Puke end the
haughty coldness of his mother cau e the disappear ce of his young v riie*s
gaiety. Because of th Duke's allowing her to do nothing except to see
and to be seen according to his wishes, because he treats her like a
mechanical toy :.nd laughs at Imr, she grors thi a^d cuirt. However, the
Gi;sy influences her in quite another way. Th= Gipsy' enchanting porer,
her explanation of the grea tress of love, her promise that the Duchess can
obtain happiness with the gipsies if she will endure tri. 1, — all these
factors bring beauty and happiness to dhe Duchess's face and caus* her to
esca. e.
The characters in Th Inn Album
.
roduce very definite effects
on eac’ other. The Elder Man has so won the admiration of the Younger Mar.
that the latter is beginnir : tc be somewhat of a trickster himself.
Finally, the Flder Man's bullying of the Woman makes the Younger Mar realize
sudde 1/ the kind of a cheating life which the Elder has led. The
Younger now demands that the Elder pay the money due him at the proper
time. The Woman's sincerity and genuine appearance make the Younger Man
realize that the rider has lied in cl imin she cam' tc get the Younger's
love. Finally, the shock of the Elder's evil causes the lounger Mai to
kill him.
Pompilia's person lity causes Capov sacchi to risk all for her
safety. He beautifully expresses the first effect of seeing her.
1
When I Eaw enter, stand, an;’ seat herself
A lady, young, tall, beautiful,
strange an: sad.
It was as when, in our cathedral
once,
As I got yawningly through matin-song,
I saw facchini bear a burner up.
Base it or. the high-altar, break away
A bo .rd or two, and leave the thing
inside
Lofty nd lores and lo, when next
I looked.
There was the Rafael! I was still
one stare, ....
.... Then she turned.
Looked our way, tailed the beautiful
sad strange scdle. /l
Later he says:
No, Sirs, I cannot have the lady
dead!
That erect fora, flashing brow,
fulgurant eye,
That voice immortal (oh, that voice of hers!)
That vision in the bicoi-red day-break — t' t
Leap tc life of the pale electric sword
Angels go armed with, — that wa not the last
O’ the lady! "
Again:
" I might have sat beside her
on the bench
Where the children were: I wish
the thing had been.
Indeed: the event could not be
worse, you know:
One more half-hour of h r saved!
She*s dead now, Sirs!
While I wa. running or. at such a rate,
Friends should have plucked me by
the sleeve: I went
Too much o’ the trivial outside of
her face
And the purity that shone there —
plain to me.
Not tc you, what mere natural?
Nor am I
Infatuated, — oh, I saw, be sure!

Her brow had not the right line,
leaned too much,
Painters would say; they lik the
straight-up Greek:
This seemed b>nt somewhat ith
an invisible crown
Of martyr and saint, not such as
art approves.
And how the dark orbs dwelt
deep underreath.
Looked out o.r such a s d s: eet
heaven on hk-1
Th lips, omp reseed a little, came
forwa d too,
Careful for a whole world of sin and pair.. 7
Caponsacchi spe ks to the judges in words which shew the influence
of Poopilia:
For Poopilia — be advised.
Build churches, go pray l You will
find me there,
I know if you come — and you will
come, I know.
??hy there* s a Judge weeping! Did not
I say,
You were good and true at bottom? You
see the truth —
I am glid I helped you: the helped
me just so. "
Having learned of personality t' rough its effects we gain further
information regarding it through an account of th' character* s social and
natural environment. Sordelio, because of th cuiet, seclusion, and
beauty of his early environment, lives among imagined
By Environ-
ment characters. The lovely woods around the great castle in
which he dwells, the fact that no ctive life exists within
its walls, tend to make him dream. Looking at th figures of historical
person- on the arras, he dreams of being likewise great. He believes that
some day he will accomplish great feats for which at present no opportunity
exists except in imagination. However, this environment an' opportunity

for idealization lead him away from action tc such an xtent that he do'S
r.ot act when h can because he cannot perform the action as he wisbe. .
Mirand- of Fed-Cotton Ni -ht-Ce.p Conn try is likewi e greatly in-
fluenced by environment#
Fith faith it was friends
bulwarked him abrut
From infancy to boyhood.
Th£ near-by church ar.d the statue of the Virgin, the opinions o v oth
preachers and philosophers, — all influence his.
Th Duk of The Flight of the Duchess, having been brought up ir
France, where he has been told that ther* are only a fev wild regions such
as his home wh^re the Heroic customs ar maintained, fe^ls pride rd joy
on his return to his dukedom ir shewing off old manners and customs.
An understanding of heredity likewise makes characters real to
us. Concerning Miranda, we are informed t’^at ir him
v' Mixed th- Castilian passionate
By Heredity blind blood
Fith answerable gush, his mother's
gift,
Of spirit, French and critical
and cold. //
Consequently, within his mind, will is dominant only part of the time.
Struggle is the result.
In Th Two Poets of Croisic we are told that Rene Gentilboarae is
the son of a po-t; that Pau - Maillnrd, by heredity, po sesses good qualities
from both Korth and Soi th.
The Duke (ir Th Flight o the Duchess) inherits his pri ie and
his love for the hunt from his father, rho enjoyed hunting and wished always
to have his h.ntsmar, a man skilled in killing boars, at his side. Pride
»•
'
in his castle and love for it are also characteristics inherited by the
Duke.
After we have m t thes v&ricus characters arid have studied the
different ^ays in which Browning has revealed them to us, we feel that
we know them well and that the author has use^ every avail-
Summary
able me:-ns t preee t tfc^m faithfully. He has explained
th ir characteristics; he has descri ed their traits; he
has analyzed t’ eir thoughts so carefully that he has revealed th=ir very
souls. Through telling us what ether characters have thought o them
he has acquainted us vrith their reputations. Through their words he h s
given us ideas coj.cemi g their hopes, experirnces, in fears; through their
actions he ha. more strongly revealed their true char cters; through their
influence upor others, he has shown their importance in th^ir niche of the
world. By telling us of their environment -nd herdity, has giv^n us
some reasons for their particular tendencies. We carrot help feeling
that these characters must continue to live and to hav c' influence on
mankind — because they are so real — sc long ns our r; ce endures.
.*
CHAPTIT II
Setting
Importance of Background
Setting is always important in makLng a story se^m true and alive
to us. Morecv r, it often influences the characters or the action of the
plot. Just as we rant the setting on the stage for a dram tic p'rformarce,
so we wish to have a background for our Bind's eye i” ;. r i ’e
pi c r s are presented clearly, at a rule, ir his longer narrative poems.
However, as in the following quotation from Th; Ring and the- Book he is
usually more interested in the spirit, ideas, and ma ners of the persons
forming the background of his story than in just pictures of scenes.
From dawr till now that it is growing dusk,
A multitude has flocked and filled the church,
Coming and going, comi: g back again
Till to count crazed one. Rome was at the show.
Peopl^ climbed up the ccLuor.s, fought :or s, ikes
C' the chapel rail to perch themselves u or.
Jumped cv r and so broke the wooden work
Painted like porphyrus tc deceive the c-ye;
Serve the priests right! The organ loft
was crammed,
’fromen were fainting, no few fights ensued,
In short, it was a show repaid ycur pains.
Setting as an Aid to Action
The setting ir 1 Sordellc, while aidirg ir creating verisi iliti.de,
helps the action of the narrative. Thirteenth century Verona is . ettirg
in which fighting in<? intrigue would naturally take place.
Sordello
-
The horrible effects of conflicts upon the people present a necessity for
leaders rhc will strive to help hum nity. The opposing Guelph s and
Ghibellins create ar atmosphere ir which h< tred between opposing leaders
is probable and in which any type of reel harmony between parties is
difficult.
The pervadii g i fluence of the church in Eed-Cottcn Ki/ht-Cap
Country is r.ecessar in order that Hirand may give presents to the Lady
Ravissante. Th torer on his estate is v ry
Bed-Gatton Eight- 1 1
Country necessary as a place from which he can leap at the
end of th' story.
The background of Judgment Day — Earth and Heav-:n seemingly
ablaze — the celestial city — God in Judgme — all are necessary as
a place in which the Spaa 1 er in Easter Day can be
Easter Day
judged.
The Inn, in The Inn Album , situated in a peacefi 1 country village,
provides a place in which the characters can meet without ling frequently
interrupted as they probably would be in the city. Besides,
The Inn
.Album the Album gives a place for the adding of the score and for
the message of the Flder Sian tc the Foman.
Ir The Fir y and the Book , the background of It ly ir th; seventeenth
century furnishes an opportunity for such a trial as that of Guido. The
manners and customs clearly presented to us show the
The Ring and tire
Bock relations of church and society at the time
Presbyters, minor characters ir the Foaun Catholic
Church were allowed to marry ar.d were, also, permitted to appeal to the
Pope. Such a position was held by Guido. His trial is presided over
'
by the Governor and the Criminal Judge of Rome. At this time, there was
no judgment-bar before w' ich accused r.d accuser stood. Their advocates
wrote their opinions. After the court decision regarding Guido is made he
can appeal to the Pope. Another custom of the period — that cf having
a promir nt place fcr ehe ding and bar ;ing — affords the opportunity for
Guido to stand before the populace.
Setting as an Aid to Characterization
In addition to being so definite a help to action, sett'r ids
also in characterizing. Browning uses it ir, this way
Artistic Uses
of by showing harmony or contrast between the mood of the
Setting
scene and the mood of his characters.
Emotional harmony is present in Co. dcllo . In one instance the
beauties of spring are mention d. Ir tun r with them. Bordello dreams of
Palma and through his minstrelsy is rewarded with
Emotional Harmony
in her prize. Later, when autumn arrives, re read,
Setting
One declinin ; Autumn day —
Few birds about the heaven chill and gray,
Ho rind that cared trouble the tacit woods —
He sauntered home c mplacently, their moods
According, his and nature* s. //
At another time, thf moon rises, shedding its light nd influence over the
sea. Sordello feels that h has been purposeless and that now h~ is
influenced by Palma somewhat as the sea is affected by the moon.
The tree, in The Inn. Album
.
Is described in its beauty that Its
harmony with t)r character of the Woman i&y rao^e fully revc .1 h r.
She is appreciative of beauty, rich in character, but unsatisfied with
,... : -
* pj - :* i
life; she looks heavenward. Of the tree, she says:
0 you exceeding beauty, bosomful
Of lights and shades, murmurs
and silences,
Sun warmth, dew cool "ess, 3quirrel,
bee and bird
High, higher, highest, till the blue
proclaims
'Leave earth; there's nothing
better till next step —
Heav nWeird
i
The medieval setting of Th^ Fli ht of the Duchess is quite in
harmony with the romantic escape of the lady.
In contrast to such pie s nt reeaent, we notice the great differ-
ence between setting and taood ii Red-Cotton Eight-Cep Country . The country,
edged by blue sea, is beautifully calm and peaceful
Emotional Contrast
in with its many grain fields nd Its white-steepled
Setting
church. The women who live there are continually
bobbing their white-c:pped heads ever the lsce they
ar making. On a bright, spring day, this calm tting is the scene of
dire tragedy.
In Th^. Inn Album we have another contrast. The room in which the
scene occurs i^ a place of "vulgar, flat, smooth respects ility.
"
Historical pictures ban on its " sprig-pattern-papered wall." Looking
out of the w ndow, guests see the sun rise over a beautiful, country scene
which artists paint, calling it the "Corot landscape." Fithin this
room, before the day is over, murder has beer; committed.
In addition to being used artistically, setti :s may be employ d
philosophically; that is, they may be employed as
Philosophical
Employment motives toward action or as influences on character.
of
Setting
J SI I
.
Ir. ^alausticr: * d«vr r turs
.
the setting is really the cruse of .he
action. Palaustion , s city of Phcdes is ready to break off r llegirnce to
Athens. She, with followers who are true to Athens, ir or
Motive
for a ship bound for that city when a store driver them to un-
Action
friendly Syracuse. The Syracusans ere about to send the ship
back to sea, where pirates await it. Because Bal us tion knows that the
Syracusans greatly admire Furipides an ' give gr at rewards to these who can
recite hie .'crks> sh f offers to recite Albertis .
In The Flight of the Duchess -the ol ' ces tl r rd the surrounding wild
county motivate the Duk in keeping up the old medi vsl habits. This
setting, to a large extent, determines the course of the actio- . Because
of the Duke 1 interest ir Heroic customs, he decides on tv e old f shicned
hunt. Angered at his wife’s refusal t b pres-rt, h determines tc see
that she is subdued. T.hon she flees, the surrounding ecu: ir/ iv-
s
opportunity for her escape.
Besides being reason for action, setting m y exert ar. influence
on character. The place ir which So dcllo lives e a youth is beautiful.
An exquisitely constructed castle, co taining many lnrge and
Influence
on lovely rooms, is situated among mountains. Statuary, wood-
Character
lords, :nd vineyards surround the castle. Here Bordello
receives inspiration and fir ds opportunity' for dreaming.
"Doubt
Rose t rdily in one sc fenced about
from most that nurtures judgment, —
care and pair-.*
i.
.
.
Usee of Weather
leather — as a phase of setting — is used interestingly in
various poems. In The Two Poets of Croisic. a thun 'erstorm destroys a
marble ducal crown on a pillar. It fids the action because this destruc-
tion causes Rene to write a poem which results in his being called prophet
and "Royal Poet" by King Louis.
In Christman Fve , rain is accountable for the Speaker* s entering
the chapel, where he finds himself again after his vision.
In The Flight of the Duchess , the bright autumn weather imbues
the Duke with the desire to go hunting, the desire which leads finally to
the Duchess* s flight.
In The Rir and The 3ook we find weather in harmony with mood,
a bright sunny morning when the birds are sirging and flying in the
beautiful sky, Pompili decides -he must live — must go to Fome for the
sake of h r babe. In contrast to this scene, a cold, January evening
when th ground is sparsely covered with snow and a few flakes are falling
is
.
ictured as the timr when Guido, with hate in his heart, comes to kill
Pompilia.
Romantic Settings
Romantic settings are not as frequently found ir Browning as are
thr- realistic backgrounds* Howeve
,
of course, Th Flight of the Duchess
has a romantic background with its medieval castle. Heroic customs, and
inspiring Gipsy. It carries us back to a time soar t unknown and glam-
orous. Then, too, we may call the vision setting with its celestial city.
Iw
fi
.
\
in Easter Day , romantic Both of these semes <r® artistically suitable
for their narratives.
Fealistic Settings
Usually, exact details, specific knowledge of historical periods,
and skillful description make Browning* s senes very realistic. In
Red-Cot tor; I'irht-Ca Country how detailed is his der-C’iptior of the pi ce
and of the customs l He not only describ s the peaceful country ide and
its inhabitants but he mentions the carriages that h ve neither springs
nor cushions, the clocks that run down and
?
e not wound up, the notice
pasted on the barn and 1 ft there indefinitely.
In Fifine at the Fair we are told that the prosaic scene of the
night before ha„ been changed into the gay seme of the Fair. Fh.it were
mere, brown, rough boards ar not bright p vi Hims for dancers and
conjurers. The actors — their features, their ausclas, and t ir
costumes — are ca efully pi t-ured as a br ckground for Fifine.'
In The Rina a r the look the S' ttin; is very realistic.
Seventeenth Century Italy is made a present day re lity tc us. Fe ’-crow
exactly where Pietro and his wife ar buried. Th-ir graves are on the
second step of the chancel, behind the altar rail. Pietro is at the
right of the alt r rail, and his wife is at tho left.
Guido* s prison is described precisely. Th-- air ^ithin it is
fetid and stuffy. There is a straw covrng over the filthy floor.
A eton'- ben h ir the only furniture within these four, dirty, sten^ walls.

Atmosphere or Local Color
Atmosphere is created readily by Browning because of his choosing
items possessing the quality desired and le v ng out ary details which do
not fit in with that mood. In Christmas rve ho?: clearly he distinguishes
for us the different types of places which the Speaker visitsl The
feeling that they are chosen people and should restrict admittance to
their chapel is evinced by the actions of the members of the chapel
congregation. The fit, tired woman gives a snort at seeing the visitor;
the thin, t&tt red, young woman seems to grudge him his standing room on
the mat; almost ev ry one looks at him with a questioning glsnce, s if
wishing Uo ask hew he has dar d to como. In contrast to this atmosphere,
Browning pictures the eager expectation and religius fervour of the
crowds ir. the Basilica in Pome while they attend mass. He tells of the
ra
-
ture and terror of the peopl while ir.cense rises and the bell tinkles*
''Earth breaks up, tim« drops away;
In flows heaver
,
ith its new day
Of endless life.
Having noticed these effective sett' gs, re should pause to state
that in his early poem Pauline , Browning ha: no
No Setting 1
in setting whatever. This fact reveals his lack of
Pai^line
interest in whst does not help to reveal the soul of
a char cter.
Browning^ settings, then (save in th" last mention'd poem), in
his longer narratives, are used always as an -id to action or as an aid
1
Boston 3rov,: ir..; £oci ty P rs — pages 46-48.
| s
to characterization, never as mere decoration. In using them as t aid
to characterisation he employs harmony or contrast between landscape arid
the characters’ moods or actions. Philosophically, he
Summary-
employs sett.ng the initial reason for an action and
as an influence on character. 7 e&ther, he treats in the same way as
setting. A few of his scenes are romantic, but, as a rule, he makes us
of realistic backgrounds. At creating atmosphere, he is very clever.
Always, however, hp is working with his definite purpose in mind —
that of revealing human minds. For that reason, his settings exist.
I
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CHAPTER III
I
The Point of View
Explanation of the Term
Having considered Browning* s longer narrative poems in regard to
their characters and their settings, let ns now consider th^m ir. regard
to the point of vi*w of their author. Technically, the point of view
means the method of narration. Th - author may
Tech; ical Meaning
of Point write from the internal or the external point of
of
View view. The internal point of view is the viewpoint
from which an actor in an ev^rt sees it. As long
as the story is told in the firs person — as long as the author uses a
character i the book to tell the story — the m-f'cd of story-telling i.
internal; however, the results are different i accordance with the
s;eaker*s being the main actor in the story, a subsidiary actor, or simply
one who from a long way off sees what is happerirg. Thr? external point
of vi w is the method of story-telling in which the author, eeing everts
from an external point of view, directly narrates th' story in his own
person.
Regardless of point of view, the story may b- ith'r subjective or
objectiV'. Th author may always reve 1 himself and
* Popular Meaning
of Point his thoughts and feelings regarding the happening* of
of
View the story, or he may write impersonally, never letting
us thirk of him, lways hiding hinn-.elf. He may present hi itory
f
emotionally or intellectually. Likewise, the character speaking may be
subjective or objective. These statem-nts lead u: to a consideration
of the popular use of the expression point of view. Popularly, point of
view means the attitude of the author who is writing.
The same event may be differently seer by different persons. Have
you noticed h w varied aie the ace unts which may be giver c* : football
g<-.me? Ore person speaks subjectively; another, objectively. One person
notices the color, life, movement, the music between h Ives. Another has
observed every ploy carefully, and knows just why the winning te m ras
successful. Some people see humour in almost any situation. 0. K.
Chesterton t ./s th t whether the situation in which one finds himself is
an ineonve I or dventure depends entirely upon. one's point of
view. A narrative may be pre.ented, then, ir ac ord r.ce with tv e mood
and mental attitude- of the speaker. Are we listening to ar. elderly
philosopher, to a contemplative artirt, to a youthful enthusiast? Is the
speaker telling us about himself or ab ut someone whom he has observed?
Are several speakers telling the story? Does th' author talk in a personal
or an impersonal way? Naturally, he is endeavouring to present true
picture of life. In order t do that, he has chosen the point of view
which he considers best adapted to his story.
Browning's Attitude
In general. Browning shews a serious tens in. his longer, narrativ
poems. His thoughtfulness and his interest in the human mind
His Tone
are evident in all these poems. In his early work, Pauli e
.
he declares that his chief interest lies in studying the human soul
.'*
Eordello
,
likewise, shews keen interest in analyzing the hero’s mir.d
Christmas Tive nd raster Da;/ reveal the deep thought of certain Christians*
Filin s at the Falx- is an ralysis of th : mind of e sensualist* Red-Cotton
Kight-Cn. Country
,
Th: In Al n;u
,
.nd Th Fin ; nd the Hock reve 1 his
interest in delving for the real causes behind dreadful tragedies* Al-
thou h The T.vo Po ts of Croisic is ’ it lighter in tene, it also shows
his desire to s udy the reaction of individual minds to definite situations*
The' romantic poem, Tho Fli ,ht of th Fuehrer.
,
evinces thoughtfulness in
its idea of tie great importance of love. 3al-.su ti r. * s Adv n ture discloses
a deep interest in Greek literature.
Ir Th Fin.: and the. Book
.
Erowrin shows his great desir to get
at the truth of the natter. He states that the Book contains the truth
of th' story* Hovrver, he desires to find deeper truth
His Efforts ^
tc Reveal than that* He wants to understm ' the personalities aid
Truth
motives behind the story. Th refc e, he 1 ts each
character tell of the same event, revealing his owr mind a he does so.
In this
,
, Browning hopes we will get at the deep significance of the
1
story and realize the truth of its message concerning ” the constrin-
gent rel tlon between man and woman at once at its maximum and as the
relation most worth while in life for either party * r
Browning* s Use of the Internal Point of Viw
In attempting to reveal truths, Browning, a a rule, uses the
1
Th novel ir the Ring and the Book - Henry James - The Livi r - -gn -
p. 46£
.'
L
'
Point of' Vi w
of the
Leading Actor
internal oirt of vi x ir his lor ge narratives. He
likes tc tell stories in the first person. The point
of view of the leading actor it- a good choice because
it gives plausibility to action and re lity to emotion; it gives a sense of
verisimilitude to the story; it possesses concreteness and objectivity
in picturing other characters; it gives centrality tc the nar-* tive.
How much more vivid is Christmas Fve . told in th irst person,
than it woul^ be in the third! As the Spencer tells about hi, orr
experience of leaving th chapel, being in church at
Harr tives Told
by Fome, visiting a meeting of Ge man scholars, all in
Leading Actors
one night, we feel the reasons leness of what r uld
actually be impossible. However, he tells us of his personal thoughts
and emotions concerning e- c incidert. Hot. can we but bliev him? As
he describes the appearance of t^e memb rs of the congregation, -nd con-
siders the arguments of their preacher, he mc.-~c them all appear in
objective reality. His own personality — as hf tells of his actions
and thou ;ht son entering the chapel, seeing the vision, and findir himself
again in this chapel — gives unity to he narrative.
Anothe narrative rela ed by the le din, actor is ?.Aline , e
have already see- in the chapter on characters tha;, the Speake in this
poet, thoroughly analyzes hi elf, showing hie faults, his weaknesses, ard
his final realization of the worth of genuine love*
In Balausti n*s Adventure , also, we hear from th' le ding actor.
Her telling of their being driven by the storms and chasod by th^ pirates,
their wor ying about entering an enemy* s harbour, her efforts to gain their
.£*
’
%
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safety, her success and rewards, — all gair our interest nd symp thetic
attention as he personality pervades the poem and makes it real and
centralized.
Instead of th hr.ro’ s telling a story, a subordinate actor may
tell it. Such a character, ltlou ;h net likely to
Point of View
of analyze himself, car* give the characteristics of a hero
Subsidiary
Actor directly. From the view poirt of a friend, he has the
opportunity to extol the hero’s virtues. The eubeidiry
claracte cc • relate th : tcry objectiv 1;, vividly, smo tier,ally, and
re listically. Naturally, he may know details of the plot.
The Flight cf the Duchess, toll by the Duke’s huntsman, who aided
the lady in her escape, is ar interesting example of a story tol ' by a
subsidiary actor. The huntsmn is all' to characterize
lb Fli ght,
afLtha vividlj the Duchess whom he so greatly admires, to t ; ll of
Duchess
her appearing almost toe small for 11 the joy with which
her mind is filled, to spaa* of hoi being easy to pie s< r
,
n' b - ing thankful
for small things such as his patting her horse. He speaks, also, of Max’s
stating that she has a wide-awake interest Lr. all that go*-s c around ver
and desires to know the names of ill the birds s’ e secs. He explains that
she is joyfully energetic until quelled the attitudes of the Duke rd
his mo ther. His telling us just whrre h is standing arid how he happens
tc see the events brings them before our very eyes. He speaks of his
g on the b levy just outside of the roc-m ir which the lady — attended
by his s. eetheart — and the Gipsy re talking. Ar he watehee hi ladj
being beautifully trarufc fined by • Gipsy, he, too, La 1 fl ;ed by
bewitching po er. Fin 11..
,
ho realizes that the Gipsy is helpi the
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lad/, and that hen hi., distress drives away, she will find happiness
with the gipsies.
F?hen several different actors relate a narrative, each speaker
giving the same story ut from his om point of view, the method i' called
focus method. This device is particularly well adapted
Focus Point
cf to showing the minds of different characters. For this
View
reason, Drowning is fond of it. Moreover, this m thcd
possesses impartiality, and t’rus lets the reader judge a tc ,ho real
truth.
Brownir.g employs this device i~ Th Pi- • tv Book . Having
himself stated the story briefly in Book I, hr pre.-ents, tv n, the ie
story frcm the points of vi w of different participants in o der to show
clearly the ainds of these individuals. In Book II, he rives th<= vi ws
of tho;.e who ar against Pompilia; in Book III, he tells tm thoughts of
those who think she acted rightly; in Book IV, he presents a group that
is somewhat "on the fence”; in Book V, he allows Guido to peak for himself;
i 3ook VI, he permits C ponsacchi t tell his ideas in reg rd t- t1 e affair;
i: Book VII Pompilia, on her d^ath-bed, speaks; in Book VIII, Count Guido*
s
counsel defends him; in Book IX, the Public Prosecutor presents his speech;
in Book X, the Pope gives his opinions i regarl t the case; in Book XI,
Guido again speaks. Each character speaks in his own person, revealing
his thoughts, his motives, his actions.
Throughout a small part of Th Inn Album
,
the same fo us device is
used. rhen — while they are goir t' rough the woods on the way to the
lounger iar f s Cou ir’s — the mm tell of a past in which e ch was
inte est d in a woman, each mentions the same woman without sing sure of
c.
that fact. When she appears later, he relates her- story, too, making
clear some points which were obscure before. Moreover, she carries her
narrative on furth'r, almost making The Inn AX' urn for - time a story from
what is technically called the series point of view. This is the only
approach t a series point of vi w i that portion of Browning which I an
treating.
Th epistol ry point of view, sc favoured by seme authors, is net
really used by Browning in his longe narratives.
Epistolary Point
of The n arest approach tc it is a quotation now ard
View
then from Mir ;nd * s 1 tters, whic show is interest
in amours and hi. seeing to it that he does not pay for the same, later his
feeling for Cl ra, and his account, of h r admirers.
External Point of View
H v ng examined storie told from the internal poir.o of view, l't
us now study some stories presented b Browning fr ra the extern 1 point of
view, the poi t of view of a third person lookirg objectively
Omniscient
Point at the scenes. This third person m y ssr me an omniscient
of
View point of vi-w. Then, h~ n ver has tc give any reason for
possessing intimate knowledge concerning the actors. This
attitude also gives him the chance tc analyze the minds of his characters
on a large scale. Of course, th-re is the danger of abstractness in
telling of objective vents ir a lengthy work.
The omniscient vi w point is employed in ford llo . This ttitude
giv s the author the opportunity of knowing about the circum: t fees of
Palma* s confess! g her levs to Bordello. He knows of the struggle In

Bordello* a mind a. he gazes on th <: emperor* e badge. He analyzes bordello* s
mind from hie childhood days until his death. However, hi: c ntiru&l
analysis do's become abstract. We feel that the ction is toe uch
retarded. Shifts in point of view prevent tF* poem*s being strictly
omniscient in method (a point which we shall discuss mor~ fully later) and
present difficulty in keeping the thread of th^- story. We rec 11 that
Elizabeth Barret wrote to Erow? ing of this poem:
2
'''It w&r.t drawing together and fortifying in the connections
and associ tions .... which hang as loosely every b~re
end there as those in a dream, and confound the re der
who persists in thinking himself awake. "
Sometimes an author gives up completely the attitu 3 of omniscience
and assumes an air absolutely external n:l obse ’v nt. Browning dees so in
Th: Inn Album . Observing fr m the outsid~, he
Rigidly Restricted
Point of presents th-' characters to us and lets them speak
View
and act their parts. This poem is almost a drama.
It becomes tense and exciting as it acmes forward through the murder scene,
Y;e do not know the re aders* thoughts, save v! er they x ress th m throi h
their com rsation. Then, we do 1 am something of their thoughts and of
their characters. Th woman shows common sense and humour when, realizing
that she cannot adequately judg r a ch^ract°r ir an h ur or two, she says:
I shall judge
V.’hil h carves chick :n I Sends l leg
for wing?
That revelation i to har cter
And conduct mu t suffice me. "
The Letters of Fob^rt Brow ing ar ' Elizah t- E .rret - F . B. rowr ing.
'
Throu h the words of the Girl, we lear that the Woman ke ps much to her-
self; she had not told the Girl of h' r affaire. The Woman’s determine tier
that justice shall be done is evinced in her act o writin in the Album,
althcu h she i - dying — in order that the Younger Ma may not be condemned.
Thus Browr in carries on the action threu h ut the pc*ra, the last words
of which are, "Let the curtain fall."
Mixed Point of Vi'w
Th: delightful way i which The Inn Allium keeps tc the rigid! r
restrictive vi i is in ontrast to the shift ir point of view which we
noted in Bordello . Browning himself speaks ir. the introduction, a .king
that part of the story a narrative from tv e internal point of view. As
he spe k;
,
he shews us hi preference for the internal point of view.
In fact, he pr fers the character to reve 1 himself.
*Never, I should warn you first.
Of my own choice had this, if r.ot the worst
Yet not the best expedient, served tc tell
A story I could body forth so well
By making speak, myself kept cut of view.
The very man as he was wont to do.
And leaving you tc s y the rest for him.
Since, though I might be proud to ee
the dim
Abysmal past divide the hateful surge,
Letting of all men this one mar emerge,
Because it pleased me, yet, that moment past,
I shoul i delight i watching first to last
His progress as you watch it, net a whit
More in thr secret than y ureelves who sit
Fresh-chapleted to lister. But it seems
Your s' tters-fort’ of unexampled them's,
takers of quite new men, producing them,
??culd best chalk broadly or. each
vesture’s hem
The wearer* s quality cr tak- their st d,
motley cr bac an painting-pole in hand,
3eside him. So, for once I face ye, friends,
Summoned together from the world’s four wds. >l
.'
<•
After a few more comments he is re&'y for ihe background of his
story. Soon he causes a vision to appear, in f ' eh 1 char cters are
to act. In this vision, according V the information h" gives, Verona
is appearing. He reveals conditions there, gets . tirely into the
omniscient oint of view of one completely outside. 'vow and then, he steps
forth again, however, a a Spectator at the theatre might whis/ei* a word
to his companion in a quiet moment, or as he might chat between scenes.
He begins one of : is comments with:
For he, for he
Gate-vein of tbi h art*s ’ lood of Lom ardy,
(If I should falter now) — for he is V irel
Sordello, thy forerun r.e. Flower tir el
In the introduction he spea s as if he were to play the actors as puppets
before an audienc-'. A bit later (?rit in the story), hr tells u to o
into the castle. This light change in point of view causes slight
obscurity. Later, h again thinks of the audienc? a watchin play.
He says:
NVTh9 curtain see
Dividing l She is t’ re; and presently
H ill be tv re. //
Having t r Id of Sordello*s being at Eglamor* : rrave, the poet urnec' searily
brings himself i\ whe h r writes:
* So much for Eglamor. My ow. merth came;
*Twi.s i sunrise of 5 lossomii ard May.
Beneath a flowering thicket lay Sordello.
Here, the reader has to stop in the midst of his tho ’ghts to recall that
Browning was born in May. In another instance, havi g tcld the reader
something of So:dello*s thoughts. Browning suddenly in erts,
v lou pother with ycur glossaries to get
A notion o: the Troubadour* s intent. ''

After few more lines he switches bac - to the action., and comments of
the crowd ithin the story; thus he keeps the thoughts of the audience
jUBipl g from one ile to another* From t’ ese fact re see th t Browning’s
continual shifting of point of view accounts tr a 1: ge extent for the
obscurity of Bordello .
In Red-Cp tto; . i: i ah t-Ca Cuntry -e fir 3 a story introduc d in the
first person. The autho
,
writing as if h were livln near Miranda’s
estate, speaks of having seer Cl ra. As he ;o°s on with the narrative,
he seems t shift the point of vi w to that of th- third pe sen and the
limit'd point of view. Hi omnir cience extends cr.ly over Miranda nd Clara,
and in their case only part of the time. Very vividly he r lates th'-ir
convers tiers and actions, as we h vr see i the 'hup tor on Characters.
Other obj setive p rts and facts of the narrative he presents a. being
either see or heard in the n ighberhood in rhic he liv^s or at the court
hear beg (which he apparently ttended) concerting Miranda*, est :e. For
instance, hr states ti at the Hothe • c quiescence to 1 son’s relate or.
with Clara was shown by lawyer. Cor coming th account of Miranda’s
having gone on his knees from Favissante to Clairvaux he wrote,
’Malici usl
v pervert d incidentl*
Snarled the r tort, whe this was told at Vire.
In one ir stance — ever in giving Mir: eda’s thoughts — he says that 1 is
merely supposing. Sou-ever, regard ng Miranda’s ideas at the l.t cere
of his life, he says:
He thought ....
(Suppose I should p ef r ’He said’?
-Icr ; with every act — and speech is ct —
Thar gc, a multitude Imprlplble
To ordinary human faculty.
The thoughts which jive the act significance.
'
Who it a poet needs must apprehend
Alike both .pe ch and thoughts
which prompt to speak.
Part these, and thought withdraws
to poetry:
Speech is reported in the newspaper.)
He said, ther
,
probably no word
at all.
But thought as fellows — in a minute’s
sp.ee —
One particle of ore beats out such leaf
l
Of the cousin’s thoughts regarding iv'ir nda' s money a t~r '“is mother’ s death,
he writes, "I give it you as mere cc jecture, mind." Speaki j of Clara’s
thoughts after Miranda’s death, he says, *She might wliloqOlM*1
In The Two Poets of Croisic
.
the Spfn <er — the distant I_ — is
talking with his wife beside the open fire-place. Of course, .a he speaks
in his owr words, the story' is given from the internal point of view.
However, th^ two stories w'ic’ he relates to is wife within th r; ir con-
versation ar related frrm the omniscient point of view. B bells of
thoughts of th various actors i these sto ies. Voltaire, at th nirror,
welders what color to wear, wonders what has happened to his rouge end to
his SC' ots. Eene, trying t work out the rhyme fo" a love poem, sees
lightning strike the marble ducal crowr on a pedestal. Thinki g about
t' at de truction, he is enabled t write a poem which causes him to bn
called a prophet. Demoicell lialcrais chor es one of her brother’s poems
w! ich she thinks maliciously is probably the ; o st i his collection.
Alth ugh the Speaker bri fly ives a t'.eu ht of --haracter ir: these two
poems non and ther, the brevity of the poems r.d their action preclude a y
real analysis of the characters’ minds.
.
Impersonal Tone
Having assua&d 'n se Internal ~nd External attitude^ i presenting
his stories, n author may write iapersrn lly or pe: scrally. If he wr tee
impersonally, h gives no cements of his own regards characters,
a tone is used by Browni* g in The Inn Album . H lets the ctar.ctrs sp?
Between times he snply explains their movements ard their appe r nee. Of
the Elder Man, he writes.
The more refined man miles a frown .way.
Later on:
They slacken pace; the younger
stops abrupt.
Discards cigar, looks his friend
full in face.
'
f
Still later:
The man who knelt starts up from kneeling,
sta ds
Movir:
=
no muscle, and confr nts the stare.
Personal Tone
In contrast tc this impersonal tor; 1', e find the pe scnal ten® in
several of the lr nger narrativ poems. In Bordello, for insaa ce. Browr ing
u. es many personal comments, uggests what readers ar probably t' irkirg,
answers them, says,
And you shall hear So: lello’s story b id.
Hf introduces Fed-Cotton Kidit-Ca: Country i frie: lly, t T tive
manner. chats about the country, describing its appearance, argues as
tc whether it hould be called Ehite or -ed Cotton Night-Cap Country.

Scmetimce he asks questi ns of hie listeners, such s,
British 'naid
ik:d British man, suppose we h ve it out
Here in the fields, decide the question so.
Sometimet he apparently repeats questions
’Why not s .y swans l. - black ni bl ck
birds shite,
3ecause such instances exist? 1 you ask.
Son times ho shove his excited interest ir what i going or., as when he
says:
Tot let me light till, lc, the Fed is reached.
And yonder lies in luminosity,.
Such lines a
,
"flo, sit and stay,” and "Permit m a preliminary w v'
make u. keep in mind that thi story is being told personally* Moreover,
he person lly judges the -C ions of hi- characters. He tolls us t’ at
Miranda wa>- sane i: his leap, that he believes anyone i. such a cord; tirn
as Miranda’s should test his faith and have a definite decision. He
..as Mir. nda is b ttir off dead than he would bo liwii g 1 per L doubt*
Of Claire, ho ccm,.srit£S
' Twer ty years long, you may have loved
this nan;
He must have loved you; that’s a
pleasant life,
Whatever was. your ri _;ht to lead the same.
In Th . Two Pc ts of Crcir-.ic
, 3ro'~ ing, also, speaks very informally.
The transitory fl mes which the Speak r sees ir. the fire nek' hie think of
to passing renown of two poets, and h belle their stories. He sometimes
repeats ir Ik’s questions, Ji :! then replies:
v
How fortune fares
T.ith such a mediocrity, who cares?

Well, I care - intimat ly care tc have
Experience how a hum.ja creator felt - -
He talks to the people of his poem ae if they were present.
Step thou forth
Second cor. umate songsteri
Probably because of th^ shortness of the poems, he do s ret go into
much detail concerning his opinic characters. T’i eif« — i
her turn comes — utters intin; to phrases between th c-
.
ts c*
1 her story.
Some of toese rem rks are:
Pray, no petting;
Sir, I hope you understand.
" Wherefore
Keep on casting pearls
To a poet? All I care for
Is — tc tell him that a girl’s
’Love* comes aptly in wher gruff
Grows hie singing.
Summary
Through a study of Browning 1 s point of view, re hav~ learned t’ at
he is generally serious. Re aims def nitely to present truths. He states
such
.
purpose in The Ring ar.d th~ Book . Through presenting Christo .s rve ,
Pauline , ar.d Balaustion s Adver; ture in the first person — ar
le&dir ctcr — he writes vividly, pi usi’~ly, Emotionally, concretely, ind
unifiedl^. R presents The Flight cf the Duchess from the point o vi~w
of a subsidiary actor ar.d i thus ena 13 tc characterize r.d to picture
t e leading characters directly. By means of this pcint of view, he -Iso
creates the feeling of vividress and immediacy. Through using tb- focus
oin of vi w i Th Rlr.
, : ar.d the Book , he is enabled tc y t at the truths
behind the story, to bring tc light the motives of t e actors. £ach
character reveals ’is own thoughts, motives, and actions. Not really
.
making u.-e of the epistolary' method, he, nev-rtheless, portrays th r
cl aracter o Mir.rd in ped-Cr-frton Fi ;hfc-Cap Co:. r. try bit acre clearly
t rcugh quoting briefly from a fcr o- 'is letters.
Employing a mixed point of view — speaking in the first person
and yet speaking with omniscience — he preset ts Sordello.
1
gdUCc t 01 Hi ht~
Cap Country
,
and The Trc Pc ts of froisic . In Scrdello he «i he u s c? the
o/pc-rtunity ?’ ic-' the cmri ciont view pci t gives him for depict! g
o' tal anal, ri ic. 1 . U.
analysis to such an extreme rd shifts his view point sc frequently that
he makes the action obscure.
Employing a ripidly restrictive point of vi w in The Trn .-,1’ i" ,
Browning limits himself tc an cb:c va. t external attitude. In this poem,
he writes in an impersonal tone, he ^ s in Bordello. hsd-Cottcr Fight-Cap
Ccrntr,,. , and Th : Two Po ts of Croisic he shows personal interest in Is
characters, comment;. npoi :h a, nd talks in a el ty manner t La reader.
All in all, we see that h uses th' point of view best dapted to
his purpose — the mel&tia kings of L is. For
that purpose, he finds the internal port of view with the first person
speaking most satisfactory.

Conclusion
Ir analysing Browning’s longer narrativ poems ir order to discover
the methods which he uses in making hie harr.cters live, his backgrounds
appropriate and vital, hie points of view effective, I hav com to very
definite conclusions.
From studying his char cterizations, I have decided that he has
used every means tc present his pe sen: faithfully. He hag expl: ir ~d
t’ eir character! tics, describ' d their appearance, n. 1, ze-d their minds,
recorded their acts. Through givir ; ur. the opinions of other characters
concerning the mean actors, he ha. rev-ai d reputations. Th ou h speeches
of individuals, he ha shown their emotion: and their motives j through
actions, he ha shown forth th ir true characters. Telling us of their
influence upon othe s, he has shown tv eir importance in their wrrld. By
describing their environment and expl ini g their heredity, he ’a giver
us reasons for their peculiar tendencies. He has m de his people so re 1
that I believe they will live as Ion ..r fiction endures. These statements
are the results of my analysis of the characters ir Browning’s ledger
narrative poems.
Th • cu -h exa r. ng the settings in the s me narratives, I have
learned that they are int^r st'rg and effective. Brcwri* -• is more
i t' rested in presenting social background than in p irti* g mere scenes.
Never usin. , sitings for merely decorativ purposes, he employ - t’- -m to aid
action and to .reveal character. Ir m icing use o^ ’ ackground as a help tc

characterisation, he employs harmony or contrast between 1 rdscape rd tv e
aoods or actions of the characters. Philosophically, h>' employs settings
as the i’irst reason for cticn end a influence on oh aract'-r. Fe
treats weather in the same t y as setting.
A few of his scenes ar romantic, -at, usually, hr employs realistic
backgrounds. Ho i very el ver in creating atmos 'here. Alth v-gh y e
presents backgrounds skilfully, he create., them only for the purpose of
i eve: liny min is.
Through carefully considering Browning* s poirt of view, I h ve
1 amed that he is usually seriously presorting truths in his longer
native poems. Be 0 . es to show forth the workirgs of individ-
ual, minds, he prefers to hav^ his characters spea for th- us elves,
this reason, h? prefers to use the irternal points of vi w with the leading
actor speaking. Thus, he mak his stories real, probable, vital, concrete,
and unified. In only one instance in the longer narrative po-ms does he
approach the epi tclary point of vi w. Sca-times hr uses the focus point
of view; that i
,
the method in chicu ^ach character tells the same story,
but in accordance with his own view point. By making use of t’ is rocus
m thod. Browning i ablr to give impartial truth. In only one irstaj.ee
does he approach the series point of view. He also employs the method of
having a subsidiary actor tell the story. Such an actor car readily
praise the hero; he car, Iso, be familiar with the d tails of the plot.
Alth ugh he shows preference for the internal method of telling
a story, this author makes u. e, also, of tht external met' od in his
lc.rger narratives. He uses the omniscient view point (m king too much use
of t e opportunity to aralyze and eo causing obscurity), the restricted

view point, sni th~ rigidly restricted view point. Moreover, he sometimes
com ines ths internal nd external view pel ts. The fact that The Inn
Mourn is the only lor ;er narrative poem to b*> pressr.t^d from tv e rigidly
restrictive point of view is an interesting dl.ecovery of our research.
Ir The Inn Album
,
Browning* s attitude is absolutely impersonal,
the other poems unde discussion, however, he uses the personal tore.
Y'e see that Browning aims to reveal the truth ir the nir.ds of his
characters and that he c.n best do this by allowing each char cter to speak
for himself in his own person.
The poems which I have used for thi analysis are: Pr.ulire , Scrdellc .
Red-Cotton Night-Cap Courtr/ , The Inn Alhvn . Th Two Po ts cf C’-oisic,
Christmas Pve and Faster Day , Th F
1
v 1 o - th ~ fr. ch - 2 r , Balnugtion*s
Adv t~ re , Fifine at th r F ir . TV v tV "ock .
.c
'ftcwf-rnizj: -
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Digest
r
This paper covers the following phases of the technique of character,
setting, and point of view in Browning’s longer narrative poems. It
discusses the worth of the characters; the fact that they possess both
universal an typical traits and call forth sympathy or dislike from the
reader. The char cters in The Two Poets of C oisic and in Tb Inn Album
are static, whei eas Pompilia, Bordello, Miranda (i The- Fed-Cotton Mi?ht-
Cap Country) and the Speaker in Christmas ~ve are kinetic. The pvper
discusses Brow ing’s use of both di ect and indirect methods of portrayal.
It sh ws that the direct m- thods of deli e tion used tv him are ex ositior,
gradual portr ty&l, psychological analysis, and reports from other
characters. It discusses his indirect delineations by means of speech,
action, effect on other characters, environment, and heredity. The
importance of background and the varicus rays ir. shich Browning uses it
are discussed. Under this heading arc studied setting as an aid to ~/>n
i If char cterization. Romantic settings, realistic setti gs, arid atmosphere
are discussed. An explanation of both th~- technical :nd popular meanings
of point of view follows. Browning’s efforts to reveal truth and his use
of internal point of view, external point of vi^w, and a mixture of cth
in order to carry out his purpose of revealing human minds are studied.
^
Browning’s use of both impemon 1 .a personal ton s i telling his stories
is the last subject presented. A summary of the proofs m-.de through
my examination of these matters concludes the paper.
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